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Nobel Pokot Girl
 Nobel Pokot Girl is a production of Nation Broadcasting Division based in Nairobi. Would you give 
away your 1 KSH million (or 14,000 US dollars) prize to help fight the female circumcision? If not, 
it’s because you are not Teresa Cheptoo. Yet that is what a 16 year old student from West Pokot District 
Kenya did: She stunned many by surrendering her cash prize to Kipkomoa Advocacy for Girl Child 
Programme, an organisation that fights girl circumcision in the area. Indeed, the student of Limuru 
Girls had the option to become a millionaire at the youthful age of 16. But Teresa opted to share the 
prize with colleagues fighting to eradicate the female circumcision that has seen hundreds of Pokot 
girls drop out of school and get married, often forcefully, soon after the cut. It is because of such acts 
that prevent learning, Teresa said, that she opted to offer her prize to spearhead the campaign that will 
see many girls from West Pokot District get the opportunity to go to school.

Nobel Pokot Girl was one of the PRIX JEUNESSE INTERNATIONAL 2010 finalists in the 12-15 
category. 

International experts’ opinions

All the international experts appreciated the concept behind the 
program Nobel Pokot Girl. The program focussed on the problems 
faced by girls in Ghana. “I am very impressed by these young people 
in the program” (female expert, Taiwan). A female  producer from 
Ghana who was present as one of the international experts, praised 
Nobel Pokot Girl for its’ social cause. “I think Nobel Pokot Girl 
took a very, very good step. It is not an easy thing, because the 
other experiences up north in Ghana – not down south. And we find 
the girls running away from the north to the south, just to escape 
because it is a painful thing. It comes with its own consequences.” 
International experts praised the program for its depiction of a 
positive relationship between parents and children. “They are very 
fortunate to have parents who are supportive of them in their beliefs 
and allowing them to express themselves and recognising that they 
have these strong young people who want to do the right thing. That 
is very rare” (female expert, Jamaica). 

International Youth Jury’s Opinions

In 2010, the PRIX JEUNESSE INTERNATIONAL included the 
votes of an international youth jury, organized in co-operation with 
broadcasters worldwide. Teens between 12-15 years of age in seven 
countries discussed and judged 16 programs in the category 12-15 
year-old. Here is a summary of their discussions on the program 
Nobel Pokot Girl. 

Figure 1: Teresa working in her farm.

Figure 2: Teresa winning the “world of child-
ren” award for her work on FGM.
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All the international youth jury members from Canada liked the 
program very much. They found the concept unique and very 
relevant for the girls in Africa. “It is a very tough subject to talk 
about… so it makes it quite unique” (male). Some found the girl 
who gave all her money for a social cause at a very young age to be 
very courageous: “She gives a great example of someone who can 
see more important matters than owning material things, she gave 
away all of her money, this is something I find very impressive” 
(male). Many appreciated that they were able to see the rites of 
other cultures and in fact considered themselves fortunate not to 
undergo such tough process in North America. “It helps us realize 
how fortunate we are as girls in North America, not having to go 
through such a painful thing” (female). However few would like the 
producers of the program to explain the concept of female genital 
mutilation properly. “I think it would have been better if they had 
explained what exactly the “female genital mutilation” was because 
we don’t know much about this” (female). 

International youth jury members from Georgia could not understand 
the concept of the program: “Was it taken from a news show?” 
(female). They thought that it was more like a documentary than a 
program: “It looked a bit BBC like” (male). 

The international youth jury from Ghana found the program 
“interesting”, “encouraging” and “inspirational.” “It was very 
inspirational and encouraging. It shows us that we can be selfless 
and change things around us” (female). The youth jury appreciated 
the fact that the girl tried her best to raise awareness against an old 
cultural practice prevalent in Africa. “It was very short and very 
nice. It inspires both the young and the old that there are cultural 
practices that can be changed” (female). Some also felt that the girl 
was a role model to many people because she took a step to fight 
against Female Genital Mutilation (FGM). “So far this is the most 
inspiring one and the step she has taken is very encouraging. Other 
people wouldn’t have had the courage to do that, so she serves as a 
role model for many girls” (female). 

The international youth jury from Italy had difficulty in understanding 
the concept of female Genital Mutilation (FGM). “What is this FGM? 
Female Genital Mutilation, why do they do that?” (male). There 
were no subtitles in the program that made it difficult to understand. 
“The Nobel girl documentary was very tough to understand because 
there were no subtitles” (female). As a result of which, many youth 
jury members from Italy assumed that the program was about 
education though they could make out that the girl was involved 
in a noble cause. “I thought it was about education – I got that the 
girl was engaged with some important cause” (female). 

Figure 3: Her in the award ceremony.

Figure 4: Teresa had a support of her parents.

Figure 5: Teresa had support of her friends.

Figure 6: Teresa showing her medal.
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Many international youth jury members from Lebanon appreciated 
the program. They condoned the spirit of the girl and believed that 
she would do well in the future for herself. “She will do a revolution 
in her country in the future, I liked the story a lot and I hope she will 
make more of a difference. Overall nice movie, but not fun to watch 
I guess” (male). Some youth expressed shock at the humiliating 
treatment that the girls had to undergo in Africa: “It is an interesting 
subject and shocking for me, I didn’t know about that issue. Good 
thing what the girl has done and the movie made me feel related to 
their fight” (female). 

The youth international jury from Nepal had mixed reviews about 
the program. Some found the program “inspiring” and appreciated 
that a young girl of 16 years thought about the welfare of the society. 
“She gave all her money so that others can study, it is a deed to 
be appreciated , it is good that a 15-16 year old girl thinks about 
others” (male). Others, however, complained that the program was 
slow and unclear. They could not understand some elements in the 
program, for example:  “For what purpose she got the prize is not 
highlighted properly” (female). 

The international youth jury from Venezuela found the program 
interesting and informative. “It was particularly interesting because 
she wants to do something about the women of her village” (male). 
“It is very interesting for the general public to know about culture 
of that country and learn what made the girl act” (male). 

Prof. Dr. Dafna Lemish and Namrata Bansal  
(Southern Illinois University-Carbondale, USA)

Figure 8: Teresa happy with her decision.

Figure 7: Teresa gave away her money for the 
cause of girls’ education.
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